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APPOINTMENT OF LCA MANAGER

The Legionella Control Association (LCA) is delighted to announce the appointment of Matt Morse as the
new Manager of the LCA. The new role commenced on the 7th of January 2019 and will see Matt taking an
active role in the day to day management of the LCA Assessors and the incoming enquiries to the office.
The new role of Manager will replace the Assessor Co-Ordinator roles that have been diligently completed
since the formation of the LCA over 19 years ago by John Lindeman and Dr John Alvey. The Management
Committee, Assessors and LCA Secretariat would like to place on record our thanks and appreciation of the
hard work and success completed under the stewardship of Mr Lindeman and Dr Alvey that have seen the
LCA grow and develop over the last two decades.
The LCA Manager role will be at the forefront of several major advancements that are scheduled for 2019;
these include:
• New LCA Website
• Development of new Sharepoint system
• Review of current LCA Standards
• Increased LCA presence at industry events
Matt Morse stepped down as Chairman of the LCA Management Committee on the 17th January 2019.
Garry Kerin moves from Vice Chairman to Chairman and Nick Barsby has been elected Vice Chair. Upon
announcing the appointment of Mr Morse, the new LCA Chairman Garry Kerin stated:
“The appointment of a Manager will allow the LCA to be more proactive in dealing with member
enquiries and have an enhanced role at raising the profile of the LCA and the role that we play within
the wider industry. ”
On accepting the appointment Mr Morse states:
“Having a day to day manager in place will mean the LCA can respond quickly and effectively to issues
that arise. Industry expectations of the LCA grow year on year and reducing our reliance on volunteers
will help us meet those expectations.”
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